In this paper we have investigated 128 high frequent Swedish compound queries (6.2 per thousand) with no search results among 1.6 million searches carried out at nine public web sites containing all together 100,000 web pages in Swedish. To these compound queries we added a compound splitter as a pre-processor and we found that after decompounding these queries they gave relevant results in 64 percent of the cases instead of zero percent hits. We give also examples on some rules for optimal compound splitting in a search situation.
Introduction
Today when searching on Internet it is very likely that you will find some answer, this is due to the immense amount of information that is present and the efficient global search engines. There is always some web pages that contains the answer of your question, but when searching on a web site the task is not so easy anymore, the reasons are manifold.
One obvious reason is that one website contains much fewer web pages than the whole Internet, but other not obvious reasons are that the search engine on the website is lousy, this means it is slow or does not work, the index does not cover the whole website, and the hits are not relevant. The user search and does not get any hits, but the information must be there! What is wrong? We will here concentrate on the processing of the query that the user has entered into the search engine.
Previous research
The first thing that can happen in a query situation is that the user enters a search query to the search engine and he does not get any hit. This can be one of the 10-12 percent of the queries that is misspelled and hence does not give any matching to the search engine index. (Dalianis 2002 , Sarr 2003 . This can be solved using a spelling support linked to the index of the search engine. When the user makes a spelling error the spelling correction module tries to match a word that has either similar spelling or pronunciation to one or more words in the index and consequently the user will get feedback in form of possible candidate word(s), (Dalianis 2002 , Google 2002 , Sarr 2003 , Stolpe 2003 .
Of course the search word can be correctly spelled and the error can be in the web site but never the less we want to help the user to find the answer and we will also propose misspelled words.
According to Dalianis (2002) around 90 percent of the spelling errors are corrected using a spelling correction algorithm.
Other problems in searching is often that the user searches for a word and the word is written in an other inflected form, this is of course very common in cases when one uses languages that are morphologically complicated, (usually not English).
To solve the problem with word inflections one can use stemmers that will remove the inflections and make the words both in the search query and in the index stemmed and consequently able to match.
For Swedish, for example, precision and recall increased with 15 and 18 percent respectively using a stemmer, (Carlberger et al 2001) . In Carlberger et al (2001) there is also an overview of different stemming experiments for European languages that show increase in precision and recall from 2-3 percent for English and up to 40 percent for Slovene, one can also read in Tomlinson (2003) that precision and recall increased immensely for European languages using stemming.
Two other methods to process queries are either compound splitting (decompounding) or compound joining. In Swedish for example we have a lot of compounds but we are heavily influenced by English written language and we tend to decompound Swedish words. This happens both in the situation when asking queries in search engines but also when writing text, therefore it is valuable to have a query analysis module that when obtaining sparse answers in a query situation tries to decompose the query word and consequently make a match possible. An other situation is when there are more than one search word and the user obtains no or sparse hits. Then the system should try different combinations in joining the words to compounds to obtain possible hits.
An example on the Swedish public medical website Vårdguiden, is when somebody is searching for diabetespatient and obtains no hits then the system tries to split the compound word to diabetes patient and the resulting hit become patienter med diabetes (patient with diabetes), notice that the stemmer will make it possible to automatically find the word patienter (plural form of patients). The other situation is that the user uses two search words streptokock infektion and does not obtain any hit then the system can propose the compound streptokockinfektioner (plural form) that gives several relevant hits.
A compound splitter/decompounder was used in Tomlinson (2003) and this gave good results in increasing precision and recall for Finnish and German but decreased precision and recall for other languages, Spanish, Dutch, French, Italian, Swedish and English.
Stemming and compound splitting was used in Chen & Gey (2004) 
Our study and method
We have studied nine Swedish public websites they encompass two municipalities, one university, one political party, a nature conservation site, a public authority site, a popular science site, and two insurance companies, these web sites ranges the size from 500 documents to 50 000 documents. They contain totally 100 000 documents and the search engines there obtained around 1.6 million queries of which 9.3 percent were misspelled.
The top 30 of the total 1.6 million queries with no answer at all, were 6 000 compounds, 128 different compounds. In total 3.7 per thousand of the number of total queries. On some specific web sites there were up to 2 percent of the total queries has no answers. (Another 600 were written decompounded and became compounds by putting them together).
We can also estimate from the findings of Dalianis (2002) that 40 percent of the misspelled words were compound related, this should give up to 4 percent of the total amount of the problematic queries are compound related. This gives something up to 60 000 queries of the total 1.6 million queries would benefit of a compound splitter. Karlgren (2005) We carried out compound splitting on each compound of the 128 compounds on each web site and it generated in total 7 724 new hits. 64 percent of them relevant to the query, 20 compounds were not splitted, over splitted or incorrectly splitted. That is 84 percent success rate of the compound splitter.
Of the 128 (100%) investigated compounds that none of the them obtained any hit at all first obtained hits after splitting them with a compound splitter and using the search engine on the split result again we found the following:
80 (64%) relevant hits boosting the search using compound splitting 29 (23%) gave us bad non relevant hits + 17 (13%) gave us still no answers ∑ 128 (100%) One method to obtain good hits when searching is to only allow a certain distance Dalianis 
Conclusions
Compound splitting as a post processing in a search engine works fine for Swedish, but one need a high quality compound splitter such that one does not get erroneous compound splitting that will deteriorate the precision of the search results. In other words bad compound splitting or over splitting will give us bad search results.
We have in our experiment seen that we obtained 64 percent more and relevant hits using the compound splitter described in (Sjöbergh & Kann 2004) .
After our experiment we have also found that proper nouns need to be split in a smart and correct way. Nouns need to be split but not over split. We found also that a maximum of 29 words distance between the words in text in a compound splitting search gave relevant results. One clever strategy would then be that search hits using compound splitting should not stretch over sentence boundaries. 29 words can be considerd to be within one sentence distance.
Proper nouns need to be split in a smart and correct way. Nouns need to be split but not over split.
One smart strategy is to split compounds at most two parts. Hjelm and Schwarz (2005) that has been working with German compound splitting propose that The rightmost part of the compound part should be the longest. In Swedish we often use a genitive s in compounds. These "s" can be removed and the split boundary can be put there.
Some conclusions in rule form:
• Split compound in two parts • Use genitive "s" as compound split marker and remove the "s"
• The rightmost should be the longest
• The compound split retrieval should be within one sentence, e.g. 29 words window.
• Treat Proper nouns specially.
